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The building industry has seen three major disruptive shifts in technology and
is now in the middle of its fourth!

The first shift was when Texas Instruments and HP hit the market with
hand held calculators which eliminated pages of long hard calculations
fraught with arithmetic errors. The second was when computers, which
had evolved to be faster, better, and cheaper began to draw for us. The
third was when we switched to designing in 3D. Not only has 2D been
left behind, but now Building Information Modeling (BIM) plans are in
the “cloud” and used in real time!
Several consultants can now design their respective systems all-at-once
and in the same model (e.g. architect, structural, mechanical, electrical,
plumbing, civil and landscape.) Now, there is true collaboration to not
only eliminate costly construction phase conflict delays, but teams are
helping one another make better solutions.
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The fourth and most recent “disruptive technology” is Optical Capture. New software
has been developed to create a 3D point cloud model from simple photography pixels.
These models are perfectly accurate to less than a centimeter and can be directly sent
into Revit or AutoCAD files for immediate design use.

Imagine the time and cost that can be saved over
tedious field measurements and weeks of plotting.
St. Regis Video
Capture
The St. Regis video
is an example of
augmented reality used
by developers and
designers.
Click to Play Video

Compared to time consuming and clumsy laser
scans or old fashioned 2D aerial photogrammetry,
this result is exponentially faster, better, and less
expensive – a winning formula every time! Aerial
drones or hand held SLR cameras are utilized
to “capture” images of historical buildings (for
restoration); existing structures (for remodeling)
and sites or neighborhood environments (for
planning, view simulations and new building
design). View the link above to a drone video
which is an 80 million pixel “point cloud” of the St. Regis Resort which began a full
makeover of its two-acre pool deck this spring. Every feature is visible, measurable, and
exactly located with x-y-z coordinates.
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Optical Capture has and continues to revolutionize mapping,
measuring, and even designing new projects.
Imagine that your client wants to “marry” a 30-story office
tower (including basements) to an old existing building which
has no electronic or hard copy plans. Today’s technology
can make this happen, in 45 minutes by photographing the
basement (hallways, rooms, doors, exposed plumbing, etc.)
and flying the drone around the building. In the same day,
the optically captured images can be processed into 3D
Revit files with millimeter accuracy for the design team’s
immediate use. A good day’s work!
Clermont Hotel

HELPFUL TERMS
Geospatial Engineering:
Those engineering capabilities
and activities that contribute
to a clear understanding of the
physical environment by providing
geospatial information and
services to commanders and staffs.
Examples include: terrain analyses,
terrain visualization, digitized
terrain products, nonstandard
tailored map products, precision
survey, geospatial data
management, baseline survey data,
and force beddown analysis. See
also geospatial information and
services.
Virtual Reality:
Virtual reality is a term that
applies to computer-simulated
environments that can simulate
physical presence in places in the
real world, as well as in imaginary
worlds.

This 3D View photo is a historical building downtown, Clermont Hotel, an
important piece of cultural history in San Diego, which years ago was a
celebrated jazz hot spot. There are no physical plans on record for this
hotel, built in the 1880’s. The photo is an optical capture taken with a 3D
camera that rendered a vertical survey of the building. This was valuable
as it provided details to Cisterra Development and Carrier Johnson
Architects as they considered the Ritz-Carlton project just adjacent to
this historical building.

3D model showing both above and below.

Point Cloud:
A point cloud is a set of data
points in some coordinate system.
In a three-dimensional coordinate
system, these points are usually
defined by X, Y, and Z coordinates,
and often are intended to represent
the external surface of an object.
Point clouds may be created by 3D
scanners. These devices measure in
an automatic way a large number
of points on the surface of an
object, and often output a point
cloud as a data file. The point cloud
represents the set of points that
the device has measured.
Augmented Reality:
Augmented reality is a live, direct
or indirect, view of a physical, realworld environment whose elements
are augmented by computergenerated sensory input such as
sound, video, graphics or GPS
data. As a result, the technology
functions by enhancing one’s
current perception of reality. This
technology is used to demonstrate
how a structure would look when
placed in the real world. Artificial
information about the environment
and its objects can be overlaid on
the real world.
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Can these millions of points be taken and used to create
compelling, accurate view simulations?
Yes, they can. Imagine flying a drone over downtown San Diego for about 15 minutes. This would
result in a 3D model of every building, street, and site to play with! Now it’s possible to take the
Revit files for new buildings and simply insert them into the model giving you the ability to look at
the building or cityscape from anywhere at any angle, even from within it, with precise accuracy.

city 3d model as
described

Revit? example?

Superimposed 3D image

Almost every entitlement application for projects now involves creating view simulations for
neighbors and officials, not to mention developers, land owners and designers. These views can
be static line-of-sight shots or moving videos of a downtown skyscraper.
Another use of these 3D models is to integrate them into Building Information Modelling (BIM).
Every large or complex building project is going into BIM these days as it enables everyone
to “share” a 3D design eliminating the old fashioned “back & forth” of redlines trying to get a
consensus. In BIM, it’s fast and easy. Software has been
developed to enable point cloud models to join into a BIM
model, but we can now also translate civil or landscape
plans from AutoCAD into an architect’s Revit BIM model!
This is equivalent to making an APP that works in Android
or Apple IOS. Once everyone is into the BIM model, the
real fun starts – dozens of conflicts are avoided and
resolved, shortcuts are discovered, and better designs are
born from collaboration.
Real life example: A landscape designer complained he
had to add ugly handrails because he had three steps to
the patio. The civil engineer suggests raising that edge of the patio to eliminate a step making
the handrails unnecessary. Grades were changed on the model and it instantly re-drew itself
without the step and handrails.
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Finally, construction RFI’s and delays
are reduced. It is now possible to
work on BIM models in the “cloud”
in real time for speed and better
communication across all team
members wherever they are. This
creates realistic simulated reality for
proposed projects to be tested and
reviewed plus developing robust BIM
models to speed up and improve
design.
Last but not least are 3D
Visualizations which are accurate and efficient tools providing realistic design scenarios in realtime for visualizing, planning, and evaluating projects pre-construction. Viewers can assess
existing site conditions as well as evaluate or present design alternatives and plan modifications
using photorealistic 3D renderings, animations and e-mmersive™ virtual reality. These tools can
help to reduce expenditures, offer fresh design insights, and reinforce technical feasibility, without
costly field testing. Virtual Reality (VR) makes it possible to take 3D models or plans and put you
inside of the plan and take a virtual tour of the whole space!
See more:
Fuscoe video for more explanation inlcuding St. Regis Project: https://vimeo.com/177149667
Point Cloud Video of St. Mary’s College https://youtu.be/Ig2TJgUpHAI
Millenia Office, Chesnut Properties South San Diego: http://milleniaoffice.com/

Understanding the land you are working on is the basis of any project. These
disruptive technologies in Land Development and Management offer the
most accurate and affordable information providing competitive advantages
for engineers, developers and construction companies.

Share your story!
Send us a picture of your project in 3D and
give us a little blurb to go with. We have a
$20 Starbucks gift card waiting for the first
5 submissions!
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Meet the author, Toni McMahon

69%

With over 15 years of experience within the A/E/C industry, Toni McMahon
brings strong management, business development and strategic marketing
expertise to Fuscoe Engineering’s San Diego office. Toni’s engaging,
enthusiastic and value-oriented approach enhances all of her professional
relationships. Her dynamic communication skills, business development
qualifications and “full circle thinking®” philosophy ensure90%
that every client’s
needs are met.

Toni McMahon

Regional Marketing Manager
Fuscoe Engineering, Inc.
tmcmahon@fuscoe.com
858-554-1500

Toni has distinguished herself as a marketing leader and has shared her
expertise by serving as Marketing Director on the Commercial Real Estate
Women (CREW) San Diego board. Toni is an active committee member of
Society of Marketing Professional Services (SMPS), Downtown San Diego
Partnership (DSDP), Urban Land Institute (ULI), and Building Industry
Association of San Diego (BIA). SMPS San Diego honored Toni with its AEC
Marketing Award for her Social Media Marketing proficiency and CREW San
Diego awarded Toni its Most Valuable Member Award.
Toni received her bachelor’s degree in Industrial/Organizational Psychology
from The Ohio State University in Columbus, Ohio. A first-generation Italian,
Toni is an avid home cook and spends her free time entertaining friends and
family. She is active in her local parish and serves on the Women’s Auxiliary
Board as Communications/Marketing Director.

We’re looking for experts like you!
Have a whitepaper you’d like to share or write for the SMC? Contact our chair Chaz Hinz
at smc@biasandiego.org and provide your name, contact information, and subject matter
for consideration.
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Don’t worry about formatting,
we’ll do that for you.
Write about something you know.
It should be educational, but still engaging.
1,000 words is ideal for this purpose.

•
•
•
•

Provide citations if referencing other material.
Provide links.
Add pictures.
Provide a Bio and your picture.
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Let us inspire you to build a brighter, better career.
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